ANCHORAGE STORIES

Augmenting History
A

nchorage Stories is an Augmented
Reality art project involving digital storytelling and historical reconstruction for the Anchorage Centennial.
Augmented Reality (AR) is the overlaying of
digital information on the real world, and has
been around for several decades. Since 2009 AR
browsers have been widely available as applications on mobile and smart devices. Anchorage
Stories will be using two browsers: Layar and the
ANCHORAGE
Junaio. Both are free to download.
CENTENNIAL
This project will be presented in Forum magazine in four parts, each written by a different local
storyteller and set in a different era. This story, “Paid in Kind,” is the first
of four. It’s by Alaska novelist Kris Farmen, author of The Devil’s Share,
among other works. The story is set in 1915 Anchorage in Tent City, which
emerged around the mouth of Ship Creek. At the moment of our tale,
the town’s red light district, called “the line,” is being forced to relocate to
nearby federal lands in the Chugach National Forest.
The rest of the stories will take place in nearby locations and will chronicle a Dena’ina summer fish camp in the early 1900s, a single mother working retail during the Good Friday Earthquake of 1964, and a Nigerian immigrant in contemporary Anchorage meeting the people of his new home.
The augmented reality will function in two ways for this project. The
first, which is presented here, is target based augmented reality. That is, the
printed iteration of the stories and their texts have been turned into images
that can connect with digital content displayed on your smart device, as it
scans the targeted pages.
The second AR format will be geolocated walking tours of the stories,
where people can listen to the stories told by the authors themselves as
they walk in the actual locations mentioned in the tales. Both forms of the
augmented stories are ways of illustrating the historical fiction using AR.
To access the AR for Kris Farmen’s story here, “Paid in Kind,” you will
have to download the free Layar Application. Once loaded, you can scan
any of the pages of the story, by tapping the scan screen, and AR content
will appear on your device above the printed text. Most of the content will
be links to audio or video fi les that bring historically relevant media or
notes up on your screen.
As with all of the stories to be printed, we are illustrating the printed
versions with historically accurate media. For this story, we have recreated
actual advertisements from Cook Inlet Pioneer newspaper from 1915-1916.
We have done our best to accurately represent the advertisements as they
originally appeared. A small handful of fictional advertisements, connected to the story, are included.
With each of the four stories, we are working with historians and tradition bearers to ensure that our stories, while fictional, represent the history
of Anchorage respectfully and accurately. Anchorage historian Steven Levi
collaborated with us on “Paid in Kind.” Some of the augments in the story
will be historical point-of-interest (POIs), written by Levi, and will appear
above the text in specially designed text boxes.
— Nathan Shafer, project director, Anchorage Stories
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Instructions
for accessing
the augmented reality
features of ‘Paid in Kind’
DOWNLOAD the free ‘Layar’

application. Layar is a mobile
Augmented Reality (AR) browser.
ONCE LAYAR is downloaded, be sure
you are connected to the Internet,
have your GPS enabled, and that your
device’s built-in camera is working
properly. iPads that are not GPS
enabled will not work properly for AR.
THE DEFAULT start screen in Layar is
the ‘Scan Screen’. Use this screen to
access the AR content in Paid in Kind.
Tap the screen to scan for content.
EVERY PAGE of the Paid in Kind layout

in this issue of Forum magazine can be
scanned for AR content. Simply hold
your device above one of the pages, and
tap the screen. Your device will read
the magazine page and load the AR
content. This may take a few seconds.
WHEN a little image in the upper right

corner of your screen appears with a
title bar reading “Anchorage Stories,”
the AR layer is loaded and you can
begin exploring the content on the
other pages in the story as well. Be
sure to get as much of the page on
your device as possible and hold it still
when scanning. The device needs to
keep scanning the page to continue
producing the AR content.
ONCE the Anchorage Stories layer
is loaded, some of the content can
be snapped to the grid, which means
the augments will stay loaded on your
device, and stay accessible, even after
your device stops scanning the target
page.
SOME of the augments link to media on

different websites. If you accidentally
get disconnected from the Layar
browser, or spend some time on another
website we have linked to, and wish to
return to the Anchorage Stories layer,
simply re-launch the application. Your
browsing information will be saved in
the browser’s history.
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PAID IN KIND
By Kris Farmen

down here for their yard. Or at

IT’S BEEN SAID that a friend in
need is a friend to avoid, and Byron Lamoreaux was in full agreement with that sentiment after he
bumped into Angry Joe Ledbetter at the Montana Pool Hall. The
Montana was really just a big tent,
like most every other business in
the new railroad camp along Ship
Creek in the summer of 1915. Indeed, the whole place was an anthill, with men, horses and dogs
everywhere, and each high tide

They were playing nine-ball, and
the continuous summer daylight
sifted through the canvas to illuminate their table. The twentyfour hour staccato of hammers
and saws competed with the guitar
player across the room as Byron
rubbed the cube of blue chalk over
the tip of his stick. He was trying
to think of a friendly way to tell Joe
that he’d gone into the commercial
meat hunting trade so he wouldn’t
have to work as a teamster any
more, but then he hadn’t seen very
much game in the vicinity of this
new town so hunting didn’t seem a
very lucrative short term prospect.
All he could come up with was,

gorging more of the same. Angry
Joe was among the more cheerful faces in town, for he owned a
a freight wagon that were in high
demand at the moment.
“Uncle Sam’s making everyone
as he sighted down his cue for his
next shot. “I got ten jobs lined up
Both he and Joe were veterans of
several gold camps in the Interior
and he’d never heard of the Feds
decreeing that a town must relocate.
“The railroad needs the space

looked over at Byron. “You feel
like making some money? I could

PANAMA KATE
THEY MOVED three businesses
shop, a cigar store, and a laundry
tent. Joe drove the animals standing in the open doorframe of each

building. This arrangement didn’t
leave him any backswing for his
whip, so one of Byron’s primary
tasks was to trot alongside the
team and wield the blacksnake, as
it was called. After a twelve hour
day they drove up to Joe’s camp,
climbed wearily down from the
seat and turned the horses loose in
the makeshift corral he’d built of
green spruce poles nailed to standing trees. Joe trudged down the
street to buy a plate of roast pork
from a chophouse and some rolls
from a bakery for sandwiches. Byron pitched out hay and poured a
few oats, the latter worth roughly
their own weight in gold this far
north.
The entire camp seemed to have
been built atop a reeking bed of
muck, a mixed sludge of silt, tidal
murk and horseshit. The Morgans
sunk up to their fetlocks with every step, which had Byron worried
about hoof rot. He moved among
the animals as they mouthed the
oats from their canvas buckets,
tapping their legs and cleaning out
the hoofs, examining each frog and
came a woman’s voice from the far
side of the corral.
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BANK OF ANCHORAGE
Will be opneed for business on or before May
15th, in temporary quarters in the Empress
Building, nest door to the Wells-Fargo Express
Company.

This was an old joke and he recognized the voice instantly. He
looked up from under the animal’s
neck, breaking into a grin. “Well
I’ll be God-damned. How are you,
Panama Kate was a prostitute
been hunting out of Flat City in

SHIP CREEK MEAT CO.
Andersen & Jensen, Proprs.
______________

Dealers in

Fresh Meats of All Description
Smoked Meats, Lard and Substitute, Butter, Eggs
Sausage, Oysters and Fish.
Because of excellently equipped Cold Storage Plant we are able
to offer the public the Best Meat at the Lowest Proces.
We Solicit and Deliver.
Special Attention Given to Out-of-Town Orders
Wholesale and Retailers.
__________

ANDERSON & JENSEN
Fourth ave, between D and E sts

Anchorage, Alaska

SKOOKUM JOHNSON
Tableboard Lodging
ENOUGH SAID
Fifth Street,

Bet. C and D

Watch Butts

MONTANA POOL ROOM
A Place to Meet Your Friends!
Leading Brands of Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco and Soft
Drinks. Fruit and Vegetable Stand.

a regular customer and Kate had
quickly become a favorite of his,
particularly as she moved her establishment with each new gold
stampede, often to the same places Byron was headed. Indeed, it
could seem at times that the stampede crowd was really just a single
community of nomads jumping
from one corner of the territory
to another, and in a world where
the vast majority of women were
working girls, Kate was one of its
leading female citizens.
“You’ve gone back to freighting,
up in the Gibson Girl fashion of the
day, with a jaunty straw boater
pinned atop it.
“On a strictly temporary basis.
All these shacks and tents have to
Kate’s

green

eyes

travelled

enormous rooming tent was being dragged up Christensen Road
by three six-horse teams working
in triplicate, an operation that
required the entire width of the
road. Closer in, three Salvation
Army ladies walked past, averting their sanctimonious eyes from
Kate.
“So many respectable women
“This is railroading, not gold
mining. And besides, you’re per-

Have your mail delivered to Montana Pool Room. You can
get it anytime.
_______________________________________

Tony Chlmento and Roy Williamson, Props.

knew would make her laugh.
“You’re not making house calls

Her eyes sparkled with mirth.
“No, not in this lifetime. I came to
see if you and Joe could move our
slang for a boomtown’s designated
red light district. Byron felt his
pulse quicken at the thought that
Kate was, as they say, red all over.
“You’ll have to ask Joe. I’m just
ing her hand to indicate the country around back of the town clearing. “We’ve been told to set up
behind the town. I’ve got a spot
“It’s all national forest back
like you being there without some
“The Forest Service and I have
Byron was worldly enough to
know what that meant. “You know,
Kate let out a long breath and
sweet of you, Bye. But I’m not
meant to belong to any one man.
Love I can do, and I could maybe get the hang of honor after a

Her smile became just a tad wistful. “The job is yours and Joe’s if
turned to go, brushing against
his shirtsleeve ever so gently, just
nose through the barnyard malodor. Byron watched her pick her
way through the stumps and over
the planks that bridged the worst
of the mud, feeling both the allure
the hold she’d had on him all these
years. He didn’t even know her
last name.
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ANCHORAGE
“The Outlet in the Inlet”

HAS the most beautiful townsite and the finest scenery of any town in Alaska.
HAS fine, wide, straight streets for fire protection.
HAS federal, municipal and school building reserves and ball park.
HAS natural foliage and trees in the residence sections.
HAS the purest water, with modern and up-to-date system of distribution.
HAS business men with money, energy and brains.
HAS no “small town politics” or warring factions.
HAS Government owned public utilities.
HAS under way complete electric and telephone systems, and
HAS the highest paid employees of any railroad ever constructed in the United States,
Canada or Alaska.
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Larson & Wendler
Gurnsey
Earthenware
___________
Crockery
Glassware
of all Latest Designs
___________

Aluminum Ware

BIGGEST FOOL
AFTER THEY’D EATEN and
changed into their spare clothes,
Byron and Joe made their way
to Kate’s tent bordello. Joe was
not the type to get overly sentimental about good time girls, but
Byron couldn’t bring himself to
show up without a present.
“You spend too much time
alone in the woods reading po“And you lack appreciation for
bottle of bootleg gin and he took

Larson & Wendler
DISTRIBUTORS

Corner of 4th and I

ANCHORAGE

turn on the bottle, tipping back a
healthy slug.
Byron found an Indian woman
selling blueberries by the quart
from a birchbark bucket. Joe
continued on to Kate’s to talk
business while Byron paused to
pay for the fruit. The negotiations must not have taken very
long, for by the time he’d caught
up Joe was heading into a room
with a comely if somewhat hefty
blonde girl. He paused at the
door, saying, “Deal’s done. We’ll

AL CHURCH
General Merchandise
Stationary and Notions
________
Farmer’s Headquarters

Matanuska Landing

Launch Swan
Daily Trips to Knik
For schedule See Bulletin Boards

the girl. The cribs were divided
with nothing more than sheets
of canvas, and the squeaks and
moans of commercial lust sounded from all quarters.
The girl inclined her head up
the hallway. “She’s entertaining.
said, winking. “We got credit on
Byron took the last open seat
in the parlor, just a small room
at the front of the place with
makeshift chairs and a tiny bar
knocked together out of spruce

slabs. A few newspapers and
magazines were spread over a
table. Thankfully the place had
lower half of the wall; the gin
had him a little unsteady on his
feet and he was glad to get out of
the damnable stinking mud. He
took a chair and his eye fell upon
a story from back in June about
William Jennings Bryan resigning his post as Secretary of State
after the sinking of the Lusitania
and rising tensions over the war
in Europe. Evidently he had
decided to return to the temperance crusade.
A brunette wearing nothing
but a fan of peacock feathers in
her hair, a pair of frilly bloomers,
and a short silken vest like you’d
expect to see on a genie came
up and asked what he’d like to
drink. Byron ordered a gimlet.
He would rather have had a beer
but was mindful of the ancient
adage of beer and liquor, never
sicker.
ued at the standard deal of ten
dollars for twenty minutes. The
brunette came back with his
drink on a tin platter and handed it to him. Her vest barely
concealed what her mother gave
her and Byron did his best not to
stare.
“Who are the berries for, hand-

Byron held up the can. “Take
nie-girl, popping a berry in her
mouth and moving on.
Byron glanced back at the
newspaper and lifted his glass to
the engraving of former Secretary Bryan. “Here’s mud in your
Kate had walked her cus-
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AT THE MOVIES

ANCHORAGE
TRANSFER

PROGRAM FOR TONIGHT
___________

General Transfer Business

W. C. Fields

____________

BYRNE HALL
__________________________

POOL SHARKS
___________
ANIMATED WEEKLY
___________
Ina Claire and Lucien Littlefield,

AGENTS FOR

WANTED
Molybdenite, tungsten and anitmony ores,
also big low-grade gold properties. Address full
particuplars to Ralph Reed, corner Sixth and A.
Anchorage. between 2 and 5.
____________

THE WILD GOOSE CHASE

Plenty of Eastman 3A films at the Northern
Drug Co’s. Empress Building.

7:30 and 8:45
MRS. FOSTER, PIANO
Admission 25c

The Alaska Pool Room--best lights, good
tables, good service.

____________

Pacific Grocery Company
WHOLESALE

Anchorage,

Alaska

____________
A complete stock of hardware and launch
supplies at Knik Hardware Co., corner of Third
and H Street.
____________
All kinds of building and roofing paper at
Brown & Hawkins. “Quality First.”
____________

Our Products will be Found Reliable.

All workingmen while in Anchorage
are invited to make Labor Temple their
headquarters. Newspapers and periodicals in
diﬀerent languages on file.
____________
Choicest cigars, candies, fruits, grape juice
at the Alaska Pool Room.
____________
Jap boy wants janitorial work. Experience
in all kinds of oﬃces. Harry, at Union Laundry,
4th Avenue.
____________
Leave your order at Robert’s Prompt
Delivery. City Express.
____________
Ice for Sale.
Leave your ordes for ice at Robert’s pool
room. Prompt service. 5-23-tf
____________
Leave packages at The Model for Matanuska
Palmer Canyon and Moose Creek. Ten cents a
pound. Leave Anchorage every week.
A. C. McMASTER
____________
THE MODEL
Has fresh stock of cigars, candies, photo
goods, stationary, etc.
____________
Doc buys everything.
____________

__________________________________

PETER BOMPIAN & CO.
General Contractors, Concrete Work a Specialty
Address General Delivery.

tf

Just recieved complete new shipment of
millinery, sport hats, sailors ribbons, chiﬀon
and veilings.
Walter Millinery and Gowns
____________
MAIL LAUNCH WILHELMINA
makes daily trips to Knik, carrying
passengers and freight. Passengers to and
from all steamers. 50c.
Sails from Capt. Lathrop’s dock.

MALTHOID ROOFING

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Everyone in Alaska knows it is good roofing.
Many dealers offer something supposed to be
just as good.

DEMAND THE BEST---MALTHOID
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

PARRAFINE PAINT CO.
Manufacturers
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Will BE Open for Business Soon
on the
Corner of Fourth and E Sts.

A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
__________________
Commercial and Savings Accounts Solicited
tomer out to the front and Byron
swiveled his head in time to see
a teamster he recognized from
earlier in the day sling his jacket
over his shoulder and head out
the door with a dopey grin on his
face. The bouncer closed the door
behind him and Kate walked up to
Byron, standing very close so that
once again.
She pointed to the can of blueByron nodded, not quite able
his throat. Kate drew the can to
her and plucked a fat berry from
inside. She held it between her
color of that dusty blue powder on
their skin. I wish I could bottle it

Where Kate got such notions
was beyond Byron’s ken, but that
was part of her allure. He nodded
again, thinking not so much of her
but of that grin on the teamster’s
mug. Slowly it dawned on him
that he might just be the biggest
fool in the entirety of Alaska.
Kate chewed a berry and swallowed, then reached for another.
“Give me ten minutes. You can
genie-girl.
He stared down into his glass as
Kate took the berries and planted
a kiss on his cheek. Her free hand
reached down to give the inside of
his thigh a playful squeeze. She
departed up the hallway, and By-

ron quite suddenly did not care
to ever see her again. He called
Honey over and purchased three
30-ounce bottles of beer, then he
took his leave.
Outside there was a very fresh
pile of dog shit deposited by some
street mongrel. Many years later
he would read a line by Yeats that
reminded him instantly of this
very moment in his life: Love has
pitched her mansion in the place
of excrement. Or something very
much like that.

WHIP FIGHT
NOT TOO SURPRISINGLY he
woke with his head feeling like
a melon that might explode if he
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moved too fast. How he’d
made it back to Joe’s tent
he couldn’t recall, but his
mouth tasted of sour vomit.
When will I ever learn? he
thought into the wadded up
coat he used for a pillow.
Eventually he forced himself to his feet and took a
long draught of water, then
sank his face into it. He
was still there when Joe
Byron just moaned. His
voice bubbled in the cold
water.
from his night at Kate’s.
“Breakfast is on me, pard.
We got us a cathouse to
They walked over to a
café where Byron managed to choke down some
hotcakes with a side of ham
steak and about another
gallon of water. Back at
the tent, Joe produced a
bottle of Dr. McGillicuddy’s
Patented Headache Tonic
(mostly laudanum and
grain alcohol) and Byron
took a long swallow, thinking that love was a maze
with no discernible exit.
Over at Panama Kate’s
they spent most of the
morning emptying out the
place. Beds, tables, trousit was piled in the driest
parts of the yard. They
would come back for all of it
later with the wagon. Kate
and the girls had gone for
the daring option of trousers and boots so as to be
better able to assist with
the move. Kate in particular had donned a rather
svelte pair of jodhpurs that

left little to the imagination. It didn’t take a genius
to see that long skirts were
not a practical option for
this kind of work, but both
Joe and Byron were more
sight of so many women in
pants, notwithstanding the
fact that they’d seen many
of them in their birthday
suits.
Like most of the buildhouse of ill repute was
built on skids to facilitate
moving. Byron and Joe
drilled through each skid
with a brace and bit, then
bolted on thick iron brackets. They shackled heavy
chains to each bracket and
ran them a short distance
the horses’ traces would be
fastened. The process was
made all the more onerous
by the necessity of crawling
in the omnipresent muck,
and by the time they were
ready to hitch the horses
Byron’s pants and one
whole side of his shirt were
slathered with it. What is
life, he wondered with the
singular focus of a hangover, that I must spend my
day heartsick and covered
in such ooze?
Kate’s place was right at
the size limit of what Joe’s
team could handle, so they
were at pains to pick their
route with care. Byron
held the team while Joe
walked around the tent
around, checking the skids,
the chain and tree, the harness.
the girls and the bouncers.
“Let’s get this show on the

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
___________________
Dr. E. A. Kyvig
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
CITY DRUG STORE
Anchorage,
Alaska

___________________
C. H. Sunmacher
LAWYER

Inlet Soda Co.
Diedrich & Taylor, Props.
W.A. Taylor, Manager
Manufacturers of all kinds.

Mineral Water,
Soda, Cider,
Syrups

Bolte Bdg.
Anchorage
___________________ Agents for Grape Juice
Anchorage,

F. B. WOOD
UNDERTAKER AND
LICENSED EMBALMER

Anchorage, Alaska
_______________
___________________
DR. E. F. GERMAN

The

Alaska

Two Girls Cafe

Mrs. Ollie Day and Viola
Barpatt, Proprietors

Attorney-at-Lsw

4th Ave. and C St.
Our Motto:
Courtesy, Service, Quality
WAFFLES A SPECIALTY

All branches of the law, icluding Land
Office practice.

Eagle Boarding House

DENTISTRY
Bolte Bulding, 4th Avenue

J. E. WALKER

Notary Public,

Roberts Building

ARCHITECT
L Street, near Seventh
Anchorage
________________

L. David
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
NOTARY PUBLIC
Anchorage,
Alaska
___________________

$1 PER DAY
Corner 4th Ave. and C
MRS. QUINN, PROPRIETOR

LEDBETTER MOVING CO.
“Best Moving Company in Alaska”

Joseph Ledbetter, Proprietor
Anchorage,
Alaska
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Byron and climbed up into his
post in the doorframe. Byron
snaked the whip out on the
ground, waiting.
called to the lead horses. He
tapped them with the leather.
Cords of muscle stood out
on the horses as their hooves
slid in the mud. Getting a
building started was always
the hardest part.
Byron
popped the whip and Kate
rallied the girls behind the
joint to help.
Glancing back, Byron could
see her at the corner, struggling against the wooden siding. Their eyes met for just
a moment, then the friction
on the skids gave way and
the tent began to move. The
horses put their heads down
dragging away. The girls and
moment to catch their breath,
then trudged along behind.
Christensen Road ran up
angle.
There were three
buildings hitched to teams,
all waiting their turn. Standard practice was to go up
one at a time, and it was
nearly an hour before their
number came up. This gave
Byron plenty of time to stand
around feeling useless and uncomfortable with Kate rather
pointedly not looking at him.
Joe said when the team ahead
of them crested the rise.
There came a generalized
reply from the stern. Joe
glanced down at Byron, who
nodded back. He slapped the
reins, calling out to the lead-
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ers once again to step up.
Byron threw the whip out,
then the swing horses. With
another big push from behind
Panama Kate’s began its ascent to its new home. The
horses strained against their
collars as they started up the
incline. Joe used his reins
only to steer, riding with bent
knees and holding each strap
gers. Byron kept pace, cracking the whip and shouting encouragement to the animals.
They were about halfway
up when a team of Percherons and wagon appeared at
the top of the road, silhouetted against the skyline. They
paused just long enough for
Byron to recognize the driver
as Kate’s customer from the
previous night, then they
started down the hill.
gry Joe. The unwritten rule
of the road was that teams
headed downhill gave way to
teams going up, particularly
teams under load. The road
was not quite wide enough for
tent took up an awful lot of
what extra room there was.
The Percheron teamster
stood on the brake and drove
his animals down through the
river of pedestrians who had
no choice but to scramble onto
the incline above the roadbed
to let him pass.
“Give that sonofabitch the
ron as the gap between them
closed by the yard.
Byron was already racing
out front of the Morgans.
The Percheron teamster’s
shock, then anger as Byron

Union Laundry
and Bath House
Fo u r t h A v e . , B e t w e e n H a n d I
Anchorage

OUR WORK IS GUARANTEED
---and---

S A N I TA R Y
THE LARGEST AND CLEANEST
BATH TUBS IN ANCHORAGE
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square in the ear of the outside leader. The driver let
out his own string of oaths
as Byron cracked again, driving the Percherons up into
the incline so that they had
to struggle to keep their feet
and their tack skewed around
on their bodies. The wagon
followed and threatened to
tip as the driver reefed on
his left-hand reins to try and
steer back onto the road.
By this point Joe had thankfully managed to get his payload clear of the wagon but
the Morgans had slowed and
were losing precious momentum. He cursed and slapped
the reins and shouted at his
horses to get up, but with no
whip it was a tough sell at
best.
The Percheron teamster
leapt from his wagon seat
with a bellow of sleep-deprived rage and charged.
Byron snapped the blackwas nothing new among
teamsters, and the Percheron driver reached out and
caught the lash by deftly
wrapping it around his forearm. He tried to jerk it
from Byron’s grasp, but his
own momentum was against
him. Byron used both hands
on his end to yank him over
the downhill side of the road,
turning loose of the whip at
the last minute to send him
tumbling ass over teakettle
down to the muddy bottom.
From the crowd on the incline there came the shout,
“Get onto it, boys! Won’t
be no more fun at Kate’s if
that tent crashes down after
Byron looked over as an impromptu gang of men rushed
down to the tent and the

straining team. At least thirty pairs of hands latched on
and they set their shoulders
against whatever purchase
whatever. Ever so slowly,
Panama Kate’s began to inch
up the road once more.
Still, the horses would only
pull so hard without the whip,
which Byron no longer had.
In desperation he unbuckled
his belt, whipping it free of
his waist as he slogged after
the team. Two expert pops
gave the horses the inspiration they required, and with
nearly forty people pushing
from behind the tent moved
like a driving buggy.
Down below the Percherons had righted themselves,
calmed by passers-by. Their
owner stood at the base of
the hill, shouting obscenities and stabbing his middle
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direction. Nobody paid him
much mind, for when Kate’s

Fourth Ave. and H St.

the top of Christensen the
crowd burst into cheers and
applause. Several of the men
threw their hats in the air
with jubilation that the best
brothel in the camp had been
saved from disaster.
Byron and Joe just grinned
at one another. Byron still
had his belt dangling from
his hand and was holding up
his britches with the other

Anchorage Central Market

his ass when Kate came up
and drew him into a heartfelt hug. He couldn’t tell if
this was the start of a new
chapter or just a continuation of the same old story, but
she felt so lovely pressed up
against him in her jodhpurs
and blouse that he decided he
really didn’t care. ■

J. TURNER
Proprietor

=========

Arrived
Live Chickens
Fresh Oranges, Lemons, Bananas,
Grape Fruit and Rhubarb
Parsley, Green Onion, Tomatoes
Fresh Salmon and Halibut
Fresh Beef, Mutton, Pork and Poultry
Boiled Ham, Bologna Sausage
Happy Home Canned Goods
Don’t Fail to Visit Our Market.

Incorporated
QUALITY, SERVICE AND PRICE
These Factors Predominate
in Our Store

Empress Building

ANCHORAGE

